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Slide TitleIllegal hunting

shotgun pellets



Slide TitleKnowledge gaps

Wintering sites? Breeding grounds?

Staging sites?

WHO & WHY?

WHERE?



Slide Title
Working with communities in Russia

Hugo Ahlenius, UNEP/GRID-Arendal



79% - “I like Bewick’s swans” 

78% “Bewick’s swans are an important 

part of the arctic landscape” 

91% - “It is important to maintain Bewick’s swans 

for future generations”

Photo: WWT Source: EthnoExpert



Slide TitleHunting activity/perceptions

26% admitted to hunting a Bewick’s swan in the previous three years 

(15% of those accidentally)

35% knew someone who had hunted a Bewick’s swan in 

the previous three years

33% believe that Bewick’s swans 

are hunted near their village

Photo: Jury Tyulyubaev Source: EthnoExpert



Slide TitleAccidental shooting?

Whooper Swan

Mute Swan

Bewick’s Swan

14% could 

identify a 

Bewick’s swan

Misidentification of species



Slide TitleIntentional hunting: perceptions of motivations

 Numbers increasing/too high (86% agreed)

 Swans arriving in hunting season (54%)

 Lack of enforcement of protective laws (56%)

 Negative impact on breeding waterbirds (51%) 

 Food (42%) 

 Sport (32%) 

 Unaware that they are protected (32%)
Source: EthnoExpert



Slide TitleSwan Champion Workshop, Nar’Yan-Mar 2018



Slide TitleCollaborative partners

Swan Champions 
Members of the Swan Champion Project include: the Nenetskiy Zapovednik; Association of the 

Nenets People “Yasavey”; The Norwegian Barents Secretariat; Nenets local history museum; 

Historical, Cultural and Landscape Museum-Reserve “Pustozersk”; Federal Research Center for 

Comprehensive Arctic Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Arkhangelsk); Committee 

for Tourism of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug; “Green Home”; Russian Research Institute for 

Environmental Protection; Institute of Geography - Russian Academy of Sciences; Center for 

Natural Resources Management and Environmental Protection; “Close Arctic”; Recreation 

Hanavjej hsia Camping; Krasniy gorod and the Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust (WWT, based in the 

UK). 

The group is co-ordinated by Sergei Kanyukov from “Green Home”



Slide TitleSwan Champion Network

Knowledge exchange
Ecology, species identification, 

protective laws, penalties for 

violating laws, waterbird hunting 

permits, how to report ring 

sightings

 Hunters – inhabitants

 Hunting tourists

 General public

 School children

 Regional government



Slide TitleResources for hunters

Graphic: Sonia Rozenfeld



Slide TitleCollaborative science

Nikolai Grigoryevich Vilk from Ilebts community



Slide TitleSwans in the Media



Slide TitleInspiring swan champions

Naming swans after communities

Mezen (ringed USY)



Slide TitleLearning programme

Photo: Nenetskiy Zapovednik



Slide TitleSwans in Art



Slide TitleSwans Online http://www.swansg.org/projects/swan-champion-project/



Slide TitleEvaluation

 Measure changes in illegal hunting

 Measure increased knowledge among 

hunters (related to behaviour and 

behavioural intention)
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Flight of the Swans



51
activities in 
10 countries

6
conservation
workshops

700+
articles published

internationally 

340+
International TV &
radio appearances

650+
UK TV & radio
appearances



Slide TitleIn Summary

Community-led project

Championing swans, migratory birds, 

wetlands

Uniting community leaders to help 

secure future of shared and valued 

tundra ecosystem and its wildlife

Information exchange between the 

public and conservationists

Russia leading the way

Can you help support this initiative?
Photo: G. Mikhailova



Slide TitleStanislav Zolotoy, Head of the Nenetskiy State Reserve

“The Nenets Autonomous Okrug is a key territory in the preservation 

work of the North-West European population of Bewick’s swan. The Swan 

Champion project is intended to unite scientists, hunters 

and the public at large in a common task to prevent the disappearance of these 

beautiful and graceful birds.”



Slide TitleVladislav Viucheiskiy, Head of the Reindeer Herders Union (Nenets Autonomous Okrug)

“Always the Northern minority peoples living in the Arctic conditions considered the 

observation of the environment as a basis of survival. They 

have accumulated a huge baggage of traditional knowledge noting, adopting 

the habits and behavior of the surroundings. It helps them to survive in harsh conditions. 

They never tried to conquer the environment but tried to decorate it with their presence.

They were amazed by swan’s beauty, grace and composed 

legends watching the swan. This bird has become a symbol of devotion to 

her own land, family and children. The swan is an example of firmness and courage in 

protecting their breed from predators. Thus, swan have earned respect 

and veneration among the Northern peoples.”



Thanks for listening!

Photo: WWT julia.newth@wwt.org.uk


